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Düren talks ...

The Listening Project will come to Düren
A participatory artistic project by Rudolf Giesselmann, Hamburg

"To speak openly to one another creates understanding for one another. Hearing and honestly
understanding different points of view broadens the horizon and promotes mutual respect". Rudolf
Giesselmann, artist, teacher, trainer and physicist, has already experienced this at various places with his
Listening Project: "It is good to talk to each other, as difficult as it may seem, especially when you are of a
different opinion". Under the title 'Düren talks ...' his participatory art project offers a neutral space for
conversation in Düren, which wants to facilitate this in its very unique way.

From Monday 04.02. to Sunday 10.02. 2019, a heated caravan with glass windows on one side will be
available for such talks on the square in front of the Protestant church on Schenkelstraße.

Each participant can bring along its own topic. The 'rules of the game' and a 'game plan' help to ensure that
everyone has their say and that nobody is interrupted.

Everyone is invited to participate in 'Düren talks ...' with strangers, friends, neighbours. It can be really
interesting to listen again in a playful and new way because of sometimes existing differences.

'Düren talks ...' begins with conversations in the caravan. Those who sit down in the glazed caravan for the
conversation are visible from the outside but cannot be heard. Only the topics and photos of the
conversations are collected if possible, in to encourage further people to take part and to support
cooperation in Düren.

Düren talks ...' will be continued after the 'kick-off' with talks in the caravan by supporters of the project in
other rooms. What can you do in these sometimes tumultuous times? You have to talk to each other.

Düren talks ...

Where? On the place in front of the evangelical
church near Schenkelstraße 9, 52349 Düren,
Germany

When? 04. 02. - 10. 02. 2019
On weekdays 2 / 4 / 6 pm
Saturday and Sunday 12 am / 2 pm

More information and registration under:

http://www.artinprogress.info/en/
dueren-redet@artinprogress.info
0177 752 69 90 (after 05.01.2019)

Listening Project

A participatory artistic project by
Rudolf Giesselmann, Hamburg

mobil: 01577.2372496
e-mail: post@seeit.de

realized in Düren in cooperation with

Protestant Church Düren
priest Martin Gaevert

martin.gaevert@evangelische-gemeinde-dueren.org
0176 811 40 127


